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jQuery is a powerful JavaScript library that can enhance your websites regardless of your background. In this book, creators of the popular jQuery learning resource, learningquery.com, share their knowledge, experience, and enthusiasm about jQuery to help you get the most from the library and to make your web applications shine.  For designers, jQuery leverages existing CSS and HTML skills, allowing you to dynamically find and change any aspect of a page.  This book provides a gentle introduction to jQuery concepts, allowing you to add interactions and animations to your pages-even if previous attempts at writing JavaScript have left you baffled.  For programmers, jQuery offers an open -source, standards-compliant, unobtrusive approach to writing complex JavaScript applications.  This book will guide you past the pitfalls associated with AJAX, events, effects, and advanced JavaScript language features, as well as provide you with a reference to the jQuery library to return to again and again.  This book begins with a tutorial to jQuery, followed by an examination of common, real-world client-side problems, and solutions for each of them. A detailed reference rounds off the book, making it an invaluable resource for answers to all your jQuery questions. Who this book is written for This book is for web designers who want to create interactive elements for their designs, and for developers who want to create the best user interface for their web applications.  The reader will need the basics of HTML and CSS, and should be comfortable with the syntax of JavaScript. No knowledge of jQuery is assumed, nor is experience with any other JavaScript libraries required.     

       About the Author

Jonathan Chaffer is the Chief Technology Officer of Structure Interactive, an interactive agency located in Grand Rapids, Michigan. There he oversees web development projects using a wide range of technologies, and continues to collaborate on day-to-day programming tasks as well. 

In the open-source community, Jonathan has been very active in the Drupal CMS project, which has adopted jQuery as its JavaScript framework of choice. He is the creator of the Content Construction Kit, a popular module for managing structured content on Drupal sites. He is responsible for major overhauls of Drupal's menu system and developer API reference.

Jonathan lives in Grand Rapids with his wife, Jennifer.

Karl Swedberg is a web developer at Structure Interactive in Grand Rapids, Michigan, where he spends much of his time implementing design with a focus on "web standards"--semantic HTML, well-mannered CSS, and unobtrusive JavaScript.  

Before his current love affair with web development, Karl worked as a copy editor, a high-school English teacher, and a coffee house owner. His fascination with technology began in the early 1990s when he worked at Microsoft in Redmond, Washington, and it has continued unabated ever since. 

Karl's other obsessions include photography, karate, English grammar, and fatherhood. He lives in Grand Rapids with his wife, Sara, and his two children, Benjamin and Lucia.
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Do Elephants Jump? (An Imponderables Book)Collins, 2005
Ponder, if you will ... 
Where do you find fascinating explanations for a multitude of mysteries?
Why do pianos have 88 keys?
How does the hole get in the needle of a syringe?
Why is peanut butter sticky?
Pop culture guru David Feldman demystifies these questions and much more in Do Elephants...
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Oracle SOA Governance 11g ImplementationPackt Publishing, 2013

	Being able to implement SOA governance competently can make a huge difference to your organization's efficiency. This guide shows you how through a complete practical course based on Oracle's highly regarded software suite.


	Overview

	
		Understand SOA governance including its key concepts, goals, and...
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Anti-Social BehaviourOpen University Press, 2008

        From the Daily Mail's claim of Britain being named ‘Yob Capital of Europe’, to the headline in The Times of ‘Tearaway given ASBO at 10’, the subject of anti-social behaviour has been given a huge amount of political, social, media, public policy and academic interest in recent years.
    ...
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Programmable Logic ControllersCareer Press, 2010

	Programmable logic controllers (PLCs) continue to
	evolve as new technologies are added to their capabilities.
	The PLC started out as a replacement for hardwired
	relay control systems. Gradually, various math and logic
	manipulation functions were added. Today PLCs are the
	controller of choice for the vast majority of automated...
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Web Services: A Manager's GuideAddison Wesley, 2003

	"This book performs a valuable service for managers seeking to harness the business potential of Web services technology. Bringing a real practitioner's experience to the task, Anne carefully walks managers through the fundamentals of Web services technology. She does a superb job of helping managers understand this technology so...
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Practical Android 4 Games DevelopmentApress, 2011


	Hi there, and welcome to the world of Android game development. You came here to learn

	about game development on Android, and we hope to be the people who enable you to

	realize your ideas.





	Together we'll cover quite a range of materials and topics: Android basics, audio and

	graphics programming, a little math...
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